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Surprisingly, the easiest way to use sensors isn’t by
using the sensor blocks

Using Sensors

The easiest way to use sensors is by using the Flow
Control blocks; specifically the Wait, Loop and
Switch blocks

Why
•
•
•
•

Make robot movements more accurate
Make your programs more consistent
Avoid accumulation of errors
The longer the program, the more valuable
it is to use sensors

Example: Wait to reach destination
Wait for ultrasonic sensor to read less than a certain value.
Use inequality – not equals – in case you miss the value.
For gyro, reset the sensor before using it
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Mindstorms Default Ports

Know Your Ports

Sensor ports are numbered 1 through 4
1) Touch
2) Gyro
3) Color
4) Ultrasonic

When dealing with sensors, always
remember to check what port it is on,
and make sure your code refers to the
correct port.
Use Port View to check exactly what
your sensors are seeing.

About Sensors

Record your port assignments in your
Engineering Notebook

Ultrasonic Sensor
You can use the ultrasonic sensor to measure
the distance to a wall or to an object on the
mat.

The ultrasonic sensor works by sending out a sound wave and measuring
how long it takes the wave to be echoed back.

If there is something like an attachment blocking the “view” of the
sensor, it will record the distance to the attachment, not the wall or other
object you want.
If the sensor is mounted too high, you won’t be able to measure the
distance to the wall.
If the sensor is mounted at an angle, it will measure distance to the
ceiling or the mat, or otherwise be incorrect.
You may want to mount the sensor in the back of the robot and measure
distance from base.
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Use the Ultrasonic Sensor to move the robot to the Flow
mission.
• Start the robot moving
• Use Wait block to wait for the robot to reach the mission
• Stop the robot
We know the robot has reached the mission when the
distance measured by the sensor is 10 cm.

Using Sensors
Wait Until Distance
You can use the ultrasonic sensor to measure
the distance to a wall or to an object on the
mat.

Wait Condition
The Wait block can test
for many types of
conditions, including the
value of various sensors:
This says we want to
look for a certain
distance:

Sensor Value
This sets the distance
we’re looking for.
We can’t count on
measuring exactly 10 cm
though, so use
inequality.
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The robot does not respond to sensors instantaneously, so:
• Use inequality, not equality
• The robot will usually overshoot the target measurement

Using Sensors

Compensate for overshoot by:
• Moving more slowly,
• Using a “fudge factor”,
• “Bouncing back”
• And/or other techniques

Wait Until Distance
You can use the ultrasonic sensor to measure
the distance to a wall or to an object on the
mat.
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Always be sure your code is talking to the right port.

The sensor should be mounted with the lit up lens pointing down towards
the mat.

About Sensors
Color Sensor
You can use the color sensor to measure the
color of the mat below the robot.

It should be mounted low on the robot, close to the mat, to minimize the
effects of ambient light.
The sensor may occasionally find a small patch on the mat that is black,
and cause your program to think its already at the line you’re looking for.
The color sensor can be used to not only find a line, but follow it. More
advanced algorithms can use two color sensors to follow a line more
accurately and quickly.
Its also possible to use two color sensors to “square up” on a line, since
your robot may actually be at somewhat of an angle to the line. These
techniques are beyond the scope of this presentation, but you can find
plenty of info about them on EV3Lessons.com.
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Use the Color Sensor to move the robot to the black line
south of the Pipe Removal mission.
• Start the robot moving
• Use Wait block to wait for the robot to reach the line
• Stop the robot
We know the robot has reached the line when the color
sensor sees black.

Using Sensors

Wait Condition
Set the Wait Condition of the Wait block to compare the color sensor
color.

Wait Until Dark
The Field Mat has several prominent lines
marked on it, which can serve as reference
points, increasing the reliability of your
missions

Sensor Value
Select the color you
want to check for, in this
case black.
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Using Sensors
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Always be sure your code is talking to the right port.

Gyros should be mounted level to the ground, and as close as possible to
the center of the axis between your wheels. Otherwise, turns in one
direction will tend to behave differently from turns in the other direction.
There are two main issues with gyros; drift and lag.

About Sensors
Gyro Sensor
The gyro sensor measures angles. It is used to
make more precise turns and to know which
direction your robot is headed.

Drift is when the gyro’s value keeps changing, even though the robot isn’t
moving. Drift is caused by an improperly calibrated gyro, which happens
if the robot is moving during calibration. Gyros auto-calibrate at the
following times:
• Power-up
• Cable to sensor plugged in
• Change in mode between angle and rate - maybe
• Port is read as an infrared sensor
The easiest way to deal with drift is to make sure the robot is stable when
any of the above events happen. The most reliable way is to code one of
the strategies described in http://ev3lessons.com/translations/enus/advanced/Gyro.pdf or http://ev3lessons.com/translations/enus/advanced/GyroRevisited.pdf.
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Always be sure your code is talking to the right port.

About Sensors
Gyro Sensor
The gyro sensor measures angles. It is used to
make more precise turns and to know which
direction your robot is headed.

Gyros should be mounted level to the ground, and as close as possible to
the center of the axis between your wheels. Otherwise, turns in one
direction will tend to behave differently from turns in the other direction.
There are two main issues with gyros; drift and lag.
When you use the gyro and tell your robot to turn a certain number of
degrees, it usually overshoots that amount, because there is a lag between
when the robot reads the sensor and when it checks it against the angle
you’re looking for.
In my experience, if I’m doing a spin turn at 50% power and ask for a
turn of 90 degrees, I will often get a turn of around 105 degrees instead.
There are a number of different ways you can deal with lag and get more
accurate turns:
• Turn more slowly
• Use a “fudge factor”
• Ease up to, or bounce back from, your turn
• And/or other techniques
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The wait block causes your program to sit in the wait block until the
condition is met. Then, control goes to the next block in your program.

About Sensors
Other Techniques
Loop and Switch blocks provide the same sort
of Condition tests as the Wait block. The
difference is how they affect program flow.

With a Loop block, you test the condition, but then immediately go
either back to the start of the loop, or go to the next statement after the
loop.
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With a Switch block, you test the condition, and then immediately go
forward to one of the two branches of the block.
Switch loop and wait blocks can all be nested inside each other to
create quite complex behaviors.
In this example, we use nested switch blocks inside the loop block to
display the name of the color currently being read.

About Sensors
Other Techniques
Loop and Switch blocks provide the same sort
of Condition tests as the Wait block. The
difference is how they affect program flow.
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In its simplest form, a My Block is simply a set of regular blocks
wrapped into a single block.

Suppose, as part of a mission, we use the Wait Until Dark technique to
position the robot at a line

My Blocks

If we move the Wait Until Dark code into a My Block, it will help
make our mission shorter, and it will help our team if we want to move
to a line again in some other place in our code

Why
•
•
•
•

Make your programs more understandable
Reduce repetitive code
Complete mission code faster
Allow you to split up tasks in a mission
between multiple teams
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Begin by selecting the blocks you want to put into your My Block

My Blocks

Select My Block
Builder from the Tools
menu

How
• Select the code to be put into a My Block
• Select My Block Builder from the Tools
menu
• Follow the steps of the Wizard to create the
My Block
• Your original code now uses the My Block
instead of the original blocks
Your Project now includes your new My
Block in the My Blocks tab.

Provide a name and description, and select an icon for your block
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Click on Finish, and your selected blocks will be replaced by a single
new My Block

If you select the My Blocks tab at
the bottom of the screen, you’ll
see your new block there

My Blocks
How
• Select the code to be put into a My Block
• Select My Block Builder from the Tools
menu
• Follow the steps of the Wizard to create the
My Block
• Your original code now uses the My Block
instead of the original blocks
Your Project now includes your new My
Block in the My Blocks tab.

Just by moving code into a My Block, you may have made your
mission code easier to understand.
However, let’s suppose that you want to re-use your block in another
place, in the same mission or a different mission.
You can drag your My Block onto the programming surface, just like
any other block.
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You will probably need to share your My Blocks between multiple
projects. This will allow other team members to use your blocks, or
allow you to collect your code into a special project for a tournament,
for example.
Sharing My Blocks is a two-step process. First you need to export your
blocks from the original project, and then import them into the new
projects.

My Blocks
Sharing
• You can copy and paste your My Block
code into another project, but it will
initially be treated as a program, not a
block. You can go thru the same process to
turn it into a My Block again, but there are
easier ways….

To Export your blocks,
Go to the
Properties tab of
your project

Go to the My
Blocks tab
Select the
block(s) you
want to Export
Click on Export,
and specify a file
to export to.
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Click on the Edit icon at the top left corner of a
usage of your My Block.

Click on the Plus to add
a Parameter

My Blocks
Parameters
A My Block is more useful if it can do a
variety of things, instead of always doing
exactly the same thing
Suppose at some point you need to go backwards to a
black line. How can you do that?
One way would be to write another My Block, called
BackUntilDark. The new block would be exactly the
same as your original WaitUntilDark block, except that
the power in the Move Steering block would be different.
But it would usually be better to just have a single My
Block that allows you to move backwards, or forwards, at
any speed.

In the Parameter Setup
tab, specify the
parameter’s
• Name
• Type
• Date Type
• Default Value
• Style
In the Parameter Icons
tab, select an
appropriate icon
Then click on Finish
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We need to wire the new parameter into our code

My Blocks
Parameters
A My Block is more useful if it can do a
variety of things, instead of always doing
exactly the same thing

Now we can use our new parameter wherever we have
our My Block

After creating the parameter, Mindstorms brings you into
the My Block code, so you can change your code to use
the new parameter.
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Any place you see a blank, outward pointing parameter in a block,
you can connect a data wire from it and plug it in as the input to
another parameter.

Data Wires

This displays the color being read by the sensor during Wait Until
Dark:

Beams allow you to define the flow of control
between blocks.
Data wires allow you to define the flow of
data between blocks
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There are three types
of data wires.

Data Wires
Beams allow you to define the flow of control
between blocks.
Data wires allow you to define the flow of
data between blocks

They all work exactly the same way, but they carry different types
of information. Mindstorms will try to convert the data if you
connect different types of data.
Here’s a Wait Until Dartk that warns the user if the power setting
is too high:
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Resources
Here are some ways you can learn
more about Building and
Programming EV3 Robots
There is an incredible amount of high
quality information and ideas
available on the internet for free.



EV3Lessons.com
 http://ev3lessons.com/lessons.html#en-us
YouTube videos
 Search for
 EV3
 EV3 Programming
 EV3 Robot Designs
 Etc.
 One kid with a lot of videos is builderdude35
 Search YouTube for builderdude35
 Go to his website: http://builderdude35.com/
 Mr. Hino shows how to do missions with a very simple
robot
 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvuw_UluXNRPK
hqK5GU8SrQ
Us
 The more we know, the more we can share
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